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Symbol Definition Units 
Re Reynolds number, Dv^/v 
t 
T* 
Temperature of fluid at any point °F 
Friction temperature^, qypCpAw/gc 7^/p °F 
u 
JL, 
Axial velocity component fto/hro 
T 
u 
Dimensionless velocity5 u//g^^7p 
+ 
Dimensionless velocity at the lower limit 
of the turbulent core 
V Radial velocity component fto/hro 
X Distance in the axial direction fto 
7 Radial distance from pipe wall^ R <= - r fto 
7 Dimensionless radial distance from 
walls I^Tj~p~ y/v 
pipe 
GREEK 
a Thermal diffusivity of fluid ft?/hr« 
A Finite difference 
"H Eddy diffusivity of heat-transfer ftf/hro 
6M Eddy diffusivity of momentum-transfer ft?/hr. 
Temperature at pipe wall minus fluid 
temperature at any point c, %• - t °F 
Parameter9 /f/8 
rs 
Kinematic viscosity of fluid ft^/hro 
Dummy variable 
Density of fluid lbo/ft! 
vi 
Ratio of eddy diffusivities of heat 
and momentums ©g/$M 
Shear stress at any point Ibo^/ftl 
SUBSCRIPTS 
c Centerline 
m Bulk mean 
w Wall 
r Any radius 
SUPERSCRIPTS 
0 Fluctuating component 
= • Temporal mean 
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SUMMARY 
Many theoretical and experimental investigations during the past 
decade have dealt with heat transfer in liquid metals a It was the purpose 
of this study to further examine predictions of heat transfer coefficients 
for liquid metals by the momentum=heat transfer analogy methods,* 
This investigation employed essentially the same development as 
proposed by Boelter^ Martinelli and Jonassen^ (Transactions of the 
American Society of Mechanical. Engineers9 639 kkl-5^9 19U1)» The flow 
field was divided into three regions as follows % (a) Laminar layera 
where the eddy diffusivities are considered to be negligibleo (b) Buffer 
layer, where the eddy and molecular diffusivities are of the same order 
of magnitudeo (c) Turbulent eore^ where only the eddy diffusivities are 
considered to be effective o The dimensionless universal velocity distri-
bution as proposed by von Karman (Tran^s^qnsof the American Society 
of Mechanical Engineers9 61c, 10$~1QS 1939) was used for smooth pipeo In 
prior utilizations of the analogy the boundary limits between the laminar 
layer^ buffer layer and turbulent core coincided with the division of the 
flow field made by von Karmano In this investigation, the lower limit 
of the turbulent core was approximately determined from the existing 
experimental heat-transfer data for liquid metals to be y - 70o To 
simulate the roughness observed by Brown̂ , Short, and Amstead (Transactions 
X 
of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers^ 19s, 279-86<, 1957) in their 
experimental investigation of heat transfer to mercury s the constants and 
range of the velocity distribution equations were variedo Employing this 
variation^ it was found that MartinelliJs theory would predict a six to 
twelve per cent increase in the heat-transfer coefficient for Pr * OoOlj 
thus increasing the discrepancy between his theory and the experimental 
datao 
In this analysis the ratio of the diffusivities of heat to 
momentum was included as a parameter in the mathematical development^ 
although for the final numerical computations a value equal to one was 
utilized due to the uncertainty of this termo The results may easily be 
re-evaluated for a mean value of the ratio different from unity* 
Using the step-like functions for the diffusivities of heat and 
4. 
momentum and the choice of the buffer-layer limit P y • 70s good agree-
ment is obtained between the predictions of this investigation and the 
experimental data for liquid metals o In addition^ improved agreement is 
obtained for normal fluidss when the more accurate velocity distribution 
of van Driest (Heat Transfer and Fluid Mechanics Institute9 University of 




Many theoretical and experimental investigations during the past 
decade have dealt with heat transfer in liquid metalso It was the purpose 
of this study to further examine predictions of heat-transfer coefficients 
for liquid metals by the momentum-heat transfer analogy., 
The development and use of the analogy methodsD together with 
various other approaches to the calculation of heat transfer coefficientss 
is reviewed by Summerfield (l) 9 Jakob (2) and Jakob (3)° Additional 
references not contained in the above reviews or cited in this work are 
also contained in the bibliography^ 
The present form of the analogy evolved from the postulate that 
an intermediate or buffer layer5 in which the viscous and turbulent terms 
are of the same order of magnitude,, existed between a laminar sublayer 
and a turbulent core° This concept was introduced independently by 
Eagle and Ferguson (k) and von Karman (£)o It was not developed until von 
Karman (6) proposed to use Nikuradse's velocity data for smooth pipe in 
the form of the dimensioaless universal velocity distribution as followss 
u* . / o * y
+ 4 5 (la) 
u + - -3-05 + 5o0 In y* 5 * y+ * 30 (lb) 
u + - So5 + 2o£ In j * 30 % y+ (ic) 
2 
Boelter^ Martinelli and Jonassen (7) extended von KarmanI!s analysis 
and derived an expression for the temperature distribution in a fluid 
inside of a cylindrical pipe being heated or cooled with constant heat 
fluxo Employing this temperature distribution^ a relation for the Nusselt 
number was obtainedo To correct for the assumption of constant physical 
propertiess the apparent variation of the parameter y with the ratio of 
wall viscosity to viscosity at the edge of the laminar layer and Reynold's 
number was obtained from experimental datao In addition^ the friction 
factors were calculated from the mean conditions in the laminar layer„ 
These corrections permit prediction of heat-transfer coefficients for 
fluids other than liquid metals with an accuracy comparable to the 
empirical relationships0 
Martinelli (8) pointed out that the molecular conductivity of 
heat cannot be neglected in the turbulent core when the Prandtl number 
is considerably less than ones ioeo^ the molecular
1 conduction is of the 
same order of magnitude as the eddy diffusivity of heato Liquid metals 
comprise this groupo Retaining the molecular conduction of heat in the 
turbulent eoreP he altered the previous calculations for ordinary fluids0 
Although Martinelli assumed a constant wall temperature for his calcula-
tions5 his assumption that J — J * | ~< j is tantamount to assuming 
' dx lT \ o& % Vg 
constant heat fluxo The question as to whether the molecular shear should 
be considered in the turbulent core is discussed in Appendix Io It was 
concluded that the term was negligible in this regiono 
Lyon (9) utilized Martinellics model and obtained numerical solutions 
without introducing the approximation of linear transverse heat transfero 
The predicted Nusselt numbers were slightly less than those obtained by 
Martinellio He also proposed a simplified equation which approximated 
his own calculations and Martinelli°s complex relatione 
In order to determine the temperature distribution and hence the 
heat-transfer coefficient^ the analogy assumes a ratio between the eddy 
diffusivities of'momentum and heat^ e« and $jp defined as follows? 
a <* — (2) 
eM 
The dimensionless universal velocity distribution as proposed by von 
Karman is used to determine Sw5 and hence SJJ for a given o~0 Nusselt 
numbers can then be readily calculatedo These approximate velocity 
relationss Equations la9 lb5 and lc yield a reasonably good correlation 
with the datao Other investigators have chosen to develop velocity 
anchor heat-transfer relationshipso Among the outstanding of these are 
Deissler and Eian (lO)s Deissler (ll)j Rannie (l2)| Heichardt (13) and 
(lU) $ and van Driest (l£) 0 
This investigation employs essentially the same development as 
proposed by Boelter^ et alo The flow field is divided into three regions 
as follows J 
(a) Laminar layer •» The eddy diffusivities are considered to be 
negligibleo 
k 
(b) Buffer layer - The eddy and molecular diffusivities are of 
the same order of magnitudeo 
(c) Turbulent core - Only the edcty" diffusivities are considered 
to be effectiveo 
The dimensionless universal velocity distribution as proposed by von 
Karman is used for smooth pipe<> For rough pipe, the constants and 
range of the equations vary| hence Equations la, lb and lc will be 
designated in the notations 
u+ - y+ O^/iyJ (3a) 
u+ - Cx + C 2 In y
+ 7^7*^ j \ (3b) 
u + - C 3 + C^ In y
+ y* * y* (3c) 
In prior utilizations of the analogy the boundary limits between the 
laminar layer, buffer layer and turbulent core coincided with Equations 
la, lb and lco In this investigation, the lower limit of the turbulent 
+ 
core, yT, will be approximately determined from the existing experimental 
heat-transfer data for liquid metalso Notec, however, that the range of 
Equations 3a, 3b and 3c is not altered by this choice of the buffer layer 0 
The conditions imposed on each region by Boelter5 et al°, Martinelli, and 
this investigation are compared in Table Io 
Chapter II develops the necessary equations for calculating the 
temperature distribution and the heat-transfer coefficient in the form of 
the Nusselt numbero The accuracy of the dimensionless universal velocity 
Table 1. Assumptions Employed Compared with the Work 
of Boelter5 et al.^ and MartineUi 
Region Laminar Layer 




u* s y+ 
o 1 / ^ 
+ _ + u - y 
,0 * y+ * 5 0 i y+ < 5 
Shear T ^ T w w 




<y dU -r du 
~P~~ * dy 
-r _ du 
P " v c|y 
Eddy 
Diffusivity eM " SH = 0 e M " ®H = ° eM - sH . o 
Heat 








A~ ~ kty 
a , „ k < £ 
A K dy 
Buffer Layer 
A K dy 
Boelters et al<, C7T 




u* - =3*0$ - £o00 In y* 
5 * y+ g 30 
u* - Cx + C2 In y* 





= 0 3 + 0 ^ In y+ 
S^-yr^o 











Boelter5 et al< 
and Martinelli 

























Distr ibut ion 
A Gp p 
>S + g w 
s S°£ * 20£ i n y* 
30 i y * 
ka + e 
dy ^ Gp p 
Turbulent Core 





Martinelli This Investigation 
n* s £o5 + 2o£ In yH 
30 ̂ y + 
•o^^ Cj + 0^ In y" 
70 - yT - y 
(Continued) 
Table lo Concluded 
Region Turbulent Core 






















( • •* )£ q A C p p 
dt 
8 
distribution and the assumed ratio,, o9 are discussed in Chapter IIIo 
In Chapter IV the effects of surface roughness and axial conduction are 
discussedo Temperature profiles and the predicted Nusselt numbers are 
compared to the experimental values and to the theoretical predictions 
of Martinelli for constant heat flux and to the theoretical predictions 




For a fluid flowing turbulently in a cylindrical tube5 
sufficiently far removed from the extremities of the section to insure 
absence of end effects j> the Reynolds equations reduce to 
g dp 1 d Id du. 
p d x r 3r " r d r dr 
for the following postulates § 
(a) Steady state 
(b) Incompressible flow 
(c) Mean motion in the x-direction^ the x-axis coinciding with 
the center line of the tube 
(d) Symmetry about the x-axis 
(e) Physical properties independent of temperature 
Since« 
1 dp 2 71. 
- ? - - 7 ̂  «) 




Equation k becomes 
'cp dr 
T —TT du 
The energy equation reduces to 
T * - _ l |-(rvV)*i 9 fra^ (8) U dx r Br r or dr 
contingent on the following additional postulatess 
(f) Negligible d iss ipat ive effects 
(g) Negligible molecular and eddy t ransfer of heat i n the 
x-directiono 
A heat balance on an annulus of f lu id of radius r yields 
u ( S 5 " itoAxpU (SP ( 9 ) 
Hence9 Equation 8 can be written as 
3q 1 9 ^ r V V ) + i I- (ra §) (10) 
2wrAxpC 9P r dr r 3r 3r 
Integration yields 
JL„ ^A'+al (11) 
where A ffi 2*TrAxa 
T""s° "T7T du , 3t 
If the mean values u v and v t are expressed as - e« J and -e^ ^ r 
11 
respectivelŷ , Equations 7 and 11 can be written as 
T , N du = / \ du # 
and 
- r f r — ( B * * ) i " ( ' * ' H > f (13) 
r p 
rVi" 
For constant heat flux̂ , —- 3 constantj therefore5 Equation 9 can be 
ox 
integrated to y ie ld 
a - nm <w
2Ax> pC <f&) ( l « 
^w m w P dx 
Substitution of Equation lk into 9 yields 
u 2r 
««»- - a . 
As an approximation let u s a for all r<> Thena 
r ~ " r*(1" R' 
w w ^w 
(15) 
(16) 
The heat- t ransfer coefficient for the system as discussed can be defined 
as 
q _ - h A ( t - t ) - hA e (17) 
TT w w m w m 
Hereafter c, all mean valued quantities will be written without 
the baro 
12 
Therefore9 the Nusselt number can be expressed as 
hD d > „ VrBeX , ftN 
-T-Jfc-'T (18) 
where 
g u r d f 
/ u r dr 
u r d r (19) 
To facilitate the development of an expression for the temperature9 
85 the flow regime is divided into three regions and discussed 
accordinglyo 
Laminar Layer o—In the laminar layer &^ and &g are postulated to be 
negligible o In addition,, the shear and the heat^transfer rate are 
assumed to be constant 0 Equation 13 for 0 * y
+ ~ yt$ becomes 
(20) 
Hence, 
© - T* Pr y + 
Buffer Layer o-^^In the buffer layer g^ and eg are considered to be of 
comparable magnitude to v and a 0 The shear and the heat - t ransfer r a t e 
are to be constant for 7 < 30 and are linear thereafter 0 The boundary 
limit9 y ^ between the buffer layer and turbulent core is determined 
from the existing experimental data as discussed in the introduction 
and in Chapter IV 0 Equation 13 for y^ - y - y ^ becomes 
•e 
©n 
d8 - T 
+ & 
(22) 
From equation 12 
w 




Since u • C- + Cp In y in the region y^^y a y« 5 then 





 iB a (2$) 








— I yc r ft- + C In — — J 
c? \ i d CA 7T 
c2( O T ? - i )
 + yH 
1) + y , 
(27) 
Equation 13 for y2~ ^ 7^9 D e c o m e ' 
a + sTT + H 
7. 
(28) 
+ + 4> •€ "tu ^ + 
Since u s Co + C« In y in the region J2 ~ y - y^c, then 
,V + 6. 
M' 
^L I 





£ a - **) f / " c> 





y? a ft 
,=, i + X d 
d$ (31) 
Hences 
, * c 2 t a Er 1 * Jc 
r | y i a E r * c 2 m 0 j j ^ . i j + y ; + + (32) 
Turbulent Core„— The effective magnitude of ct ±3 considered negligible 
compared to ê s* and ¥ has been shown to be negligible compared to 
s^o The shear and heat- t ransfer r a t e are l inear as s ta ted i n Equations 
6 and 16 respectively0 Equation 135 for yT - y - Rs becomes 
• y 
de - T * 
J 
v(I R+' dj 
H 








Since u - C + C, In y in the turbulent corec) then 
16 
V 
v (1 - 5 * ) yH 
6. , s (35) 
Therefore, 
TT 
(1 - &e ) y+ 




Substi tut ing into Equation 33 y ie lds 
r© T 
d9 •= T .* °±\ g (37) 
Hence, 
.* + 
. —, J y % iv + n In * £ + 








a7 f R 
C, / 1 






y* - — 
*2 2 
I - 7 1 •< R + / _ y 
,,,,„,,,., , + C, In -. 
+ 
R 
The mean temperature can be calculated from the temperature 
distributions as given in Equations 21«, ?75 32 and 38° That is 
•R 
m A R © y) dy (16b) 
which can be rearranged to yield 
8 
R-




To evaluate the Nusselt number5 Equations 18 and 16c are combined to 
yield 
Nu T Ir Re-
u* (E* - y*l 
J 
Substitution of the appropriate temperature and velocity distributions 
into Equation 39 gives 
•y-i 
Na FrBe^X 




( * *« • • 
+ C I n 
C2M + y 
2 M C2M
 + 7 1 / 1 2 
+ C In y+) (R - y+) cfer + 
r * i 
0 ; *• 
G2M + y 2 fu / 
* ° 2 ^ OJI • 7? * 2 ( 1 
y 2 "' 
l 7 ^ 
H* 
y 2 ' 2 
1 - 7 1 + - ^ n + ^ ( R + _ + ) + 
i V i * ^ 3 * 
a I /-T v4" Pr" + C 0 I n 
/ liCjM 




T " 2 
+ 5 
y 2 ~ 2 (i+TA+ i j . ) 
R T ' " ^ 1 
7T " 2 
I n "—~~**~+ 
R 
7, 2 2 
- II - A + 
l n - r ( C + C lny*)(R + -7* 
7T J ^ U 
19 
This equation was solved by utilizing a Remington Rand Model 
ERA 1101 digital computer„ An analytic expression was used for the 
laminar layer* The trapezodial rule was employed for the buffer layer 
and turbulent core5 with forty-five and thirty intervals respectively,, 
A difference of less than one per cent was obtained when the number of 
intervals was increased from thirty for the buffer layer and twenty for 
the turbulent core to the above number for Pr - 0o02 and Re = 10 o 
20 
CHAPTER III 
EFFECTS OF THE VELOCITY DISTRIBUTIONS 
AND THE RATIO OF THE EDDIES 
Solution of the energy equation embodying the assumptions as 
listed in Chapter II is contingent upon the knowledge of the velocity 
distribution and the expression ( a + &,)<, which In turn is dependent 
on the ratio 2 as and the velocity gradiento 
The utility of the dimensionless universal velocity distribution 
has partially compensated for the lack of exactnesse Recent critical 
reviews of the distribution are presented by Ross (l?)P Ruth and Yang 
(l8) and Rothfust, et £LU5 {l°)o Brooks and. Berggren (20) contend that 
the peculiar S-shaped velocity gradient as presented by Nikuradse and 
others is in erroro They state5
 Mthe proper fitting of an empirical 
velocity profile curve to the almost-equal velocities near the center 
should be such that the successive derivatives of the profile give 
smooth and logical curves across the line of maximum velocity*11 It-
was pointed out that the S~shape is required to avoid a peaked mixing 
length in the central regiofco 
From Equation 12 it can be understood why small errors in the 
velocity distribution may cause large errors in sM and hence &„* 
Table 2 compares the velocity gradients which, were determined graphi-
cally by Nikuradse (2l) with the velocity gradients obtained from the 
Table 2. Comparison of Velocity Gradients 
Re s U3.I1. x 10^ Re ffi 396 x 10^ Re * 1959 x 103 Re - 32UO x 10^ 
R s 1.0 cm R - 2o5 cm R = 5o0 cm R s 5-0 cm 
z 
R Idy 1 graph \ d y | law ( d y j graph \W) law \dy) graph \d&j law \dyj graph 
/du \ 
\dyj law 
0.02 lM 3360 1370 30li0 1890 3880 2080 2080 
OoOli 693 81+0 loh 760 977 969 1085 10lj.O 
0e07 lill I48O I1I6 hlh 575 &h 6U5 $9h 
0.10 302 336 30U 30U lah 388 U66 10.6 
o;i5 220 22U 215 203 288 258 319 277 
0.20 181 168 169 152 223 19k 2U6 208 
0»30 129 112 123 101 157 129 168 139 
OoUO 99 8U0O 92.5 76*0 118 96o9 128 10U 
0o5o 81 67 o2 76 60.8 98 77o5 10U 83.1 
0.60 68 56,0 62 50o7 81 61^6 86o7 69.3 
0o70 55 I480O 5lc7 U3oli 65.6 tt.h 69 o5 59.U 
0o80 hk li.2.0 Ul»0 38.0 52,0 U8oli 55-7 51.9 
0*90 30 37.3 27o8 33*8 35o6 U3.1 38.8 1+6.2 
0c96 !8o5 35oO 17 o5 31^7 22.3 UOoli 23.7 U3-3 
0.98 13c0 3UO 12o3 31o0 15.9 39o5 I608 1*2.1; 
loOO 33.6 30oli 38.8 111.6 
\ dy 1 graph 
- graphical ly determined by Nikuradse 
'du\ 
,dy £Law 
universal veloci ty d i s t r ibu t ion 
22 
universal velocity distribution-, The largest deviations are found in the 
regions adjacent to the wall and near the center of the pipe* It should 
be noted that Nikuradse listed a finite velocity at the wall5 from which 
his gradients were obtained© If the velocity gradients obtained from 
the universal velocity distribution are substituted for NikuradseJs 
graphically determined gradients in Lyon's calculation for Re - U3$U00j 
the difference in the calculated values for the Nusselt number as shown 
in Table 3 is smallo However., for large Reynolds numbers9 this difference 
apparently is increased. Table k shows the calculated Nusselt numbers 
for Re = 3»2U x 10 <. The comparison is not conclusive as the Nusselt 
numbers as listed by Lyon are not indicative of the number of intervals 
employed in his calculations0 
Table £ compares the velocity gradients for y+ s 60 obtained from 
the universal velocity distribution with those determined from a modified 
form of the van Driest velocity distribution0 In Appendix H the 
modification to the latter velocity distribution is shown*. In addition^ 
the necessary equations to predict the Nusselt number employing this 
velocity distribution are developed*. The flow field was divided into 
two regions as follows s Laminar-Buffer layer - (0 ® y - 60) j} in this 
region both the molecular and eddy terms are consideredo The shear and 
the heat-transfer rate are linear o Turbulent core - (60 * j ) i the 
effective magnitude of a is considered to be negligible o The shear and 
heat-transfer rate are linear» The division at y+ ~ 60 rather than y+ = 
70 was selected for convenienceo Table 6 compares Nusselt numbers 
Table 3* Calculation Sheet for Re = U3*li00. (Table V-b~Lyon) 
The columns shown have been r e e v a l u a t e d using the 
veloci ty gradient calculated from the dimensionless 
universal veloci ty distr ibutiono 













































































Table h* Calculation Sheet for Re s 3«2U x 10 o (Table V-d~Lyon) 
The columns shown have been re-evaluated using the 
velocity gradient calculated from the dimensionless 
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Table 5° Comparison of Velocity Gradients 
Re « 10 4 Re s 10-
/*? 
7' , (cty Ĵ van Do \ dy1"/ law \ dy7 van Do \ dy7 law + t—*• 
2.5 0.985 1.0 0.991 1.0 
5 0.893 lo0 0.905 1.0 
10 0o 533 0.50 Oc5i+3 0.50 
20 0.201+ 0.25 0.211 0.25 
30 0.111 0.167 0.116 0.167 
Uo 0.072k 0.125 0.0770 0.125 
50 0.05270 0.100 0.570 OolOO 
60 0.02*10 0.082 0.0U51 0.082 
Subscripts s van D. - modified van Driest veloci ty d i s t r ibu t ion law -
universal velocity distribution 
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Table 6. Comparison of Nusselt Numbers Based on the 
Universal Velocity Distribution and the 
Modified van Driest Velocity Distribution 
Pr Re x 10-3 Pe x 10~2 Nu van Do Nu 
0.02 10 2 5<>25 5.30 
1 10 100 38 oU 38.3 
10 10 ls000 103o 88.1 
100 10 10 .,000 208 o 119 0 
0o02 100 20 13*7 13o7 
1 100 1,000 222« 220o 
10 100 10^000 70Uo 612 0 
100 100 1005000 I530o 879* 
Subscript: van D - van Driest 
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calculated in this manner with those obtained using the universal velocity 
distribution throughout the field of flow*, 
For Pr = 0o02 the two velocity distributions yield essentially 
the same Nusselt number© The remaining calculated values indicate that 
the role of the velocity distribution near the wall becomes more important 
with increasing Prandtl numbers0 The improvement obtained for large 
Prandtl numbers when the van Driest velocity distribution is employed is 
shown in Figure $$ which utilizes a comparison made by Rannie in his 
thesis between his theoretical predictions and experimental data<> 
In calculations for fluids of small Prandtl numbers the region 
adjacent to the wall contributes only a small part of the total, calculated 
value of the Nusselt numbero This situation is reversed for ordinary 
fluidso For these fluids it is extremely important to have an accurate 
velocity distribution in the proximity of the wallo For ordinary fluids 
the more accurate velocity distribution proposed by van Driest affords 
better agreement between the predicted heat-transfer coefficient and the 
experimental datao 
The ratios of the eddy diffusivities5 c 2. SU/SMS
 n a s been 
described as the "true measure of our ignorance of the mechanism of 
heat transfer in turbulent motion*8* (22) Reichardt (±k) postulates 
that 1 < a < 2. Jenkins (23) proposed a modification to Prandtl3s 
mixing length theory to account for the loss of heat and momentum during 
the time the eddy is displacedo For Prandtl numbers less than one5 his 
theory predicts that the ratio of the eddy diffusivities will be less 
28 
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Figure £. Predicted and Experimental Nusselt Numbers at 
Large Prandtl Number. 
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than one* The extensive studies,of air conducted by Sage^ et alo^ 
(2k)$ (2f>) and (26) indicate that the ratio is greater than oneo 
Isakoff and Drew (27) and Brown., Amstead and Short (28) have measured 
velocity and temperature distributions for mercury flowing in pipes 
and have calculated the ratios of the eddy diffusivities from their 
resultso Isakoff and Drew report values ranging up to approximately 
CT = lo7o Since the fluid temperature did not extrapolate well to the 
wall-temperatures their observations must be regarded with cautiono 
Brown, e_t alo, report values ranging up to approximately a ~ 0*9$<> 
Unfortunately^ the spacing of their data does not satisfactorily 
facilitate a numerical analysis of the temperature gradient*, If 
either graphical or least squares methods are employed, somewhat 
higher values may be obtained for the eddy diffusivity of heat and 
consequently higher values for the ratio of the eddy diffusivities 
resulto 
Sleicher (29)5 using a mathematical approach proposed by 
Tribus and Klein (30) to solve the energy equation for arbitrary 
temperature distribution,, adjusted the predicted ratio of eddy 
diffusivities as proposed by Jenkins to correspond to his measured 
ratio for air* Using this adjusted ratio and a smoothed velocity 
distribution - Deissler (l0)5 Reichardt (l3);) Laufer - Re » £05000 
(31)s and Sleicher ~ he obtained Nusselt numbers in good agreement 
with the data« The Martinelli model,, employing the velocity distri-
butions of either Nikuradse<, Deissler5 or Laufer in the dimensionless 
30 
form, will yield Nusselt numbers comparable to these results only if 
the ratio, a, is sufficiently small • A typical case is illustrated 
in Table 7 for Re • ic£ and Pr = 0,02, The values for ê /v were 
obtained from Sleicher and the values for ŝ /v were calculated from the 
above respective velocity distributions. For these velocity distribu-
tions, the resulting ratio of the eddies required to bring the theory 
into agreement with the data is inconsistent with our limited knowledge 
of this parameter. In this analysis the ratio9 a, was included in the 
mathematical development, although for the final numerical computations 
a value equal to unity was utilized* The results may easily be re-
evaluated for a mean value of the ratio different from unity0 
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Table 7. Ratios, Based on Sleicher's Computations, 
Required for MartinelliDs Theory to Agree 
with Experimental Data 





\ v /law 
eii 
/ e M\ 
I v / D 
( * ) • 
\ v / : 
0.1 1.02 1.13 1.19 
0.2 0.571* O.636 0.667 
0.3 0.U37 O.U86 0.508 
Ook 0.383 0.1*26 0.1+U5 
0.5 0.367 0.1+08 0.1+27 
0.6 0.387 0.1+30 o.U5o 
0.7 0.1+02 Oohhl 0.1+67 
0.75 0.372 0.1+13 0.1+33 
0.8 0.369 Ooiao 0.1+29 
0.8^ 0.352 0.391 0.1+09 
0.9 0.311 0.3U6 0.362 
Nu 1 2 . 1+ 12.2 9o6l 
Subscripts? S-Sleicherj law-Nikuradsej D-Deisslerj L~Laufer 
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CHAPTER IV 
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
An excellent review of the experimental investigations has been 
presented by Lubarsky and Kaufman (32)» Subsequent investigations 
have been conducted by Chelemer (33) j Mikheyev^ Baum5 Voskerehsky 9 and 
Fedynsky (3Wj Hall and Crofts (35) | Kuczen and Bump (36) j Brown, 
Amstead and Short (28) j and Seban and Casey (31)" Their results are in 
agreement with the bulk of the data as reviewed by Lubarsky and Kaufman9 
except for the work of Brown5 et al.5 which is higher0 Figure 1 presents 
the data, excluding those investigations which overlap the region as 
shown. The data for mercury have been reevaluated using the thermal 
conductivity data of Ewing^ Seebold, Grand and Miller (38)0 
Because the results are lower than the theoretical predictions 
of Martinellij, a continual search has been made to account for an 
inherent error in the experimental investigations <, MacDonald and 
Quittenton (39) discuss the effect of "wetting" and gas entrainment 
and conclude that gas entrainment may possibly account for the 
discrepancy. Hoffman^ Chelemers Stansbury and Boarts (Uo) conclude that 
the data are low due to the effect of gas entrainment0 
Martinelli and Lyon based their calculations on a smooth surfacej 

















rough surfaces <> Examination of Nikuradse's (kl) data for rough pipe 
indicates that the constants Co and Ci in the velocity distribution 
decrease with increasing roughness.. In addition*, the intercept of 
the curves^ which defines the velocity distribution in the buffer layer 
and turbulent core5 is altered.. If the velocity data of Brown5 et al,s 
are assumed to be representative 5, values for the constants and intercept 
obtained from their data can be utilized to ascertain the effect of 
surface roughness« Employing these adjusted equations*, it was found 
that the theory would predict a six to twelve per cent increase in the 
heat-transfer coefficient for Pr = 0*01 as shown in Table 8, This effect 
increases the discrepancy between Martinelli3s theory and the experi-
mental data. 
Another explanation of the discrepancy between Martinelli!s 
theory and the data may be the model employed,, The thermal diffusivity,, 
as postulated in this investigation,, is so interrelated in the turbulent 
core that thermal and eddy diffusivities are not strictly additive«, 
The crude step-like functions employed by this investigation^ (Table i)^ 
for the diffusivities of heat and momentum leave much to be desiredo 
However5 by utilizing this concept and the arbitrary choice of the 
buffer-layer limit*, good agreement is obtained between these predictions 
and the data for liquid metals o In addition., improved agreement is 
obtained for normal fluids when the more accurate velocity distribution 
of van Driest is employed., The choice of the buffer-layer limit., y = 70^ 
is> only approximate* Additional knowledge of the ratio of the eddies 
3S 
Table 8. Effect of Velocity Distributions and Surface 
Roughness on Predicted Nusselt Numbers -
Martinelli's Model 
Pr Re x 10"^ Nu 
a b c Smooth 
0.01 5 7.26 £.98 7.89 7.1|1 
0.01 10 7.75 6o57 9o05 8 oil; 
0.01 30 9.29 7*99 11.3 10.1 
0.01 100 13.U 11.6 16.6 lUo9 
0.01 300 22.2 19»2 27.9 21J..9 
0.01 1000 UU«3 38.6 S606 $0*3 
+ + 
a - based on Deissler*s velocity distribution^ u = 3°8 + 2.78 In y 
b - based on Laufer*s velocity distribution., u + ~ £.£ + 2.907 In y + 
c - simulated roughness encountered by Browne, et al. - relative roughness,, 
s/D = 0.00015 
j>e 
as a function of the radius, Reynolds number and Prandtl number and the 
extent to which the data for liquid metals are lowered by entrainment 
of gas must be determined before the lower limit of the turbulent core 
is known accuratelyo 
A point to note is that at low values of Peclet numbers^ values 
of experimental Nusselt numbers are lower than the theoretical limiting 
values for constant heat flux and constant wall-temperature. The 
theoretical or "exact" solutions have neglected molecular and eddy trans-
fer of heat in the axial, direction^ which for a fluid such as air may 
be quite valid» However$ the validity of these assumptions to obtain 
an "exact" solution applied to heat transfer in liquid metals is 
questionableo Trefethen (U2) presents an analysis of the situation and 
concludes that the experimental data appear to demonstrate axial 
conduction^ but in an inconclusive fashion» His correction was applied 
to the predicted values for Pe < 1̂ 0«, The resulting values for low 
Prandtl number are compared in Figure 2 to Martinelli°s predictionss 
(shown uncorrected and corrected)| to Hefner3s predictions for constant 
wall-temperature 9 which are based on the same model as this investi-
gation and to the experimental data* The predictions for large Prandtl 
numbers are shown in Figure 3« The predicted values are also presented 
in Figure k with the Nusselt number as a function of Reynold's number 
and Prandtl number as a parameter* Table 9 includes all of the 
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Table 9« Predicted Nusselt Numbers Based on the 
Universal Velocity Distribution 
Ifr Re x 10-3 pe ^ ^ ^ Nil  
yT* = 60 yT
+= 70 yT
+- 90 y,jN 100 
Smooth Pipe 
0.005 5 25 2o8U Uo25 
0,005 10 So 2 a l l 2.77 
0.005 30 150 2.U0 2.78 
0.005 100 500 iio05 kite 
0.005 300 1.500 7.75 8.29 
0.005 1,000 5,000 1 8 . h 
OoOlO 5 50 Iw28 5c56 
OoOlO 10 100 3o62 UoU5 
OoOlO 30 300 Uoii3 5o00 
0.010 100 1,000 7.72 8.3U 
OcOlO 300 3,000 15.0 1 5 O 8 
0.010 1,000 10,000 3h.O 35*5 
OoOlO 3~5 000 30,000 7Uo6 76 .3 79.0 
OoOlO 10,000 100,000 189 0 193 0 198. 
0.015 5 75 h>tt 5*20 6.29 
0.015 10 150 U*35 5.12 5.61* 
0.015 30 U5o 5*83 6.21 6.86 
0.015 100 1,500 11 ol 11 .8 
0.015 300 U,5oo 21.1 21.7 22.8 
0.015 1,000 15,000 2*8.6 U9.7 51-6 
0.015 3,000 ii5,ooo 110. 112. 116. 
0.015 10,000 150,000 280o 28i|o 292. 
0.020 5 100 5o27 5c86 680. 
0o020 10 200 5o30 5»77 6.58 
0o020 30 600 7.09 7.80 8.U9 
0a020 100 2,000 13*7 1U.2 l 5 c l 
(Continued) 
Table 9. Continued 
Pr Re x 10~3 Pe Nu 
Smooth 
7T = 6° 
Pipe 
y T
+ - 70 7T" 90 7T
+=l 1 0 ° 
0c020 300 6,000 27 0)4 28,2 29.U 
0o020 1,000 20,000 63.6 65.0 67 .1 
0c020 3,000 60,000 Ihho lU7o 1 5 1 . 
0c020 10,000 200,000 368 c 37Uc 382, 
0,025 5 125 6,39 7.20 7.1*8 
0,025 10 2£0 6.59 7,36 7.67 
0,025 30 750 9.25 9^96 10,3 
0,025 100 2,500 17.2 1 8 , 1 18 , k 
0,025 300 7,500 3ko3 35*6 36,2 
0,025 1,000 25,000 79.6 81,9 82,9 
0,050 5 250 80IO 8o56 8,71 
0,050 10 500 9*$9 1 0 , 1 10 ,3 
0,050 30 1,500 15.2 15.8 
OcO^O 100 5,000 30.0 30,9 
0,050 300 15,000 61,9 63 .3 
0,050 1,000 50,000 1U7. 150, 
o,o5o 3,000 150,000 337. 3U2, 
0,050 10,000 500,000 870, 881 , 
0,70 5 3,500 20.7 20,7 
Oo70 10 7,000 32,6 32,7 
0,70 30 21,000 71.7 71,7 
0,70 100 70,000 179. 179. 
0,70 300 210,000 U25. U25. 
Oo70 1,000 700,000 1,130. 1,130, 
1,00 5 5,000 23.8 
loOO 10 10,000 38.3 
IcOO 30 30,000 86 ,3 
(Continued) 
Table 9* Continued 
Pr Re x 10" Pe Nu 
yT

















































































+= 90 yT 100 
2,78 (Deissler) 
Table 9. Continued 
Pr Re x 10-3 Pe Nu 
y + = 60 y£= 7C ) yT += 90 yT
+= 100 
Rough Pipe /D = 0o00015 V 5o5 V 2.5 
+ 
y2 
- 30 . 
0,010 300 3*000 H;. 9 i5.7 
OoOlO 1^000 10^000 33o8 35.2 
0.020 5 100 5.61 6.1a 
0.020 10 200 5.69 6.35 
0o020 30 600 7.86 8.53 
0o020 100 2S000 Hi.O 1U.8 
0o020 300 6,000 27.5 28.6 
0o020 15000 205000 63.1* 6^.6 
0c020 35000 603000 1I4I. ll*5. 
0o020 10^000 200,000 356. 363. 
Rough Pipe /D = 0.00015 C3 = 
3»96 V 2.1U* + y 2 = 12 
0;010 35000 305000 16.5 17.1* 
OoOlO 10^000 100,000 37.1* 38.9 
0o020 5 "150 6.38 7.27 
0c020 10 200 6.33 7.Oli 
0o020 30 600 8.89 9.6h 
0c020 100 2*000 15.7 16.6 
0.020 300 65000 30.6 31.8 
0.020 15000 20,000 70.6 73.0 
0.020 3,000 60,, 000 156. 160. 
0.020 103000 200,000 391. 399. + 
y 
2 
Rough Pipe /D *» o«oooi5 V 6,0 V 2.22 - 25.5 
0.010 3,000 30,000 17.9 18,8 UJ 
(Continued) 
Table 9. Concluded 
Pr Re x 10~3 Pe Nu 
yT
+=s 60 y T
+ = /o yT
4* W yT+
= 1UU 
Rough Pipe /D = 0.0001^ C 3 - 6.0 V 2.22 ^ - 25.5 
0,010 10^000 100^000 1*0,9 U2.5 
0o020 5 100 6-33 7.18 
0.020 10 200 6.SU 7.27 
0o020 30 600 9.25 lOoO 
0o020 100 2^000 16.7 17.6 
0,020 300 6,000 32,9 3Uo3 
0o020 1^000 20,000 76.5 80.1 
0*020 3,000 60,000 171; 176. 
0o020 105000 200,000 U33- UU2. 
Rough Pipe /D = 0,00015 C 3 = U.76 V 2.10i y 2 +=i8 
OoOlO 35000 30,, 000 16.9 
OoOlO 10^000 100,000 37.8 
0o020 $ 100 —= 
0o020 10 200 6.78 
0o020 30 600 9-38 
0,020 100 2,000 16.0 
us 
Since the data of Brown, et alo5 and the predictions of this 
investigation do not exactly coincidê , it would not be expected that 
the temperature profiles concisely agree* However5 for Pr = 0o0201s 
Re = 2„5 x 10 and for Pr = 03 Re
 s $*6$ x 10 ^ the temperature 
profiles are compared as shown in Figure 6. 
Friction factors for smooth and rough pipe were based on the 
empirical equations of Drew,, Koo and McAdams (k3)$ except when attempting 
to duplicate the surface roughness encountered by Brown5 et SLU, in 
which case the Moody plot was utilized for a relative roughness, 




Figure 6. Comparison of Predicted Temperature Distributions 
with the Experimental Temperature Distributions 
of Brown, Amstead and Short. 
CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The discrepancy between MartinelliB s theory and the experi-
mental data has not been explained on the basis of experimental 
erroro Perhaps the best explanation proposed is the entrainment 
of gases„ However9 to explain the large discrepancy^ the geometri-
cal shape of the entrained gas must deviate radically from a 
spherical form*. If the gas is present as extended planes or gaps5 
minute quantities of gas suffice to explain the differences! yet,, 
for these small quantities of gas the geometrical form postulated 
is not probable0 An extrapolation between these two geometrical 
shapes should be considered with caution* A combination of gas 
entrainment and lower values for the ratio of the eddy diffusivities 
might lessen the distorted geometrical form required to bring the 
experimental data and MartinelliBs theory into agreemento If the 
data of Brown^ Amstead and Short is considered to be representa-
tive ̂ the effect of roughness approximately offsets the effect of 
the lower values of the ratio of diffusivities <> Hences an error in 
excess of forty per cent is still to be accounted for* To alleviate 
this difference5 the model employed in this study was proposed,. The 
experimental heat-transfer data were used to evaluate the lower limit 
JiB 
of the turbulent core and the region in which the thermal diffusivity 
is effectiveo Mindful of these preliminary remarkss the following 
conclusions may be drawn as a result of this investigations 
1« Good agreement is obtained between the experimental heat-
transfer data and the predictions of the investigation for liquid 
metals. Improved agreement is also obtained for other fluids, if 
an accurate velocity distribution is employed for the region next to 
the wall*, 
2o The step«=like functions employed for the diffusivities do 
not represent the true functional relationship between the thermal and 
edcty- diffusivities of heatj but rather c, they help to clarity the region 
in which the thermal diffusivity is effective0 
3«> The lower limit of the turbulent core as determined by this 
investigation does not preclude the validity of the limit for cases 
without heat transfer c, nor obviate the possibility that the limit is 
related to the fluid under consideration,, 
It is hoped that additional studies will encompass the following 
recommendations s 
lo Ascertain the effect of any gas entrainment« This might be 
accomplished by reducing the entrained gas to a minimum and then 
determining the effect of controlled volumes of gas on the heat transfer 
coefficient 0 
2o Measure the velocity and temperature distributions of a 
liquid metal flowing turbulently in a pipe with constant heat flux^ 
k9 
from which their respective gradients can be accurately obtained^ 
3. Ascertain the effect of employing only a laminar-buffer 
or transition region^ and turbulent core with an improved velocity 
distribution in the turbulent core.. 
Uo Explore further the effect of axial conduction., The term 
t 1 
u T can be measured for a gaseous material flowing turbulently in 





PREDICTION OF NUSSELT NUMBERS BASED ON MARTINELLI»S MODEL 
WITH THE MOLECULAR SHEAR INCLUDED IN THE TURBULENT CORE 
The question as to whether the molecular shear should be 
considered in the turbulent core was analyzed by Carl Gazley5 Jr» in 
the discussion of Martinelli's work (8)0 He re-evaluated the resistance 
of the turbulent core by considering both the molecular shear and the 
molecular conduction.. This resulted in a correction factor Fj identi-
cal. with F in Martinelli8 s work except that 
a Pr Re X 
becomes 
1 
- (1 - o Er) 
a Pr Re X 
To accurately determine -the contribution of the molecular shear in the 
turbulent core the necessary equations for prediction of heat-transfer 
coefficients in the form of Nusselt numbers were developed for fully 
developed turbulent flow in pipe and in parallel plates» The resulting 
equation was solved by utilizing a Remington Rand Model ERA 1101 digital 
computero An analytic expression was used for the laminar layer* The 
*2 
trapazoidal rule was used for the buffer layer and turbulent core with 
twenty and thirty intervals respectively.. Results of these calculations 
for smooth surfaces are compared with Martinelli3 s values in Table 10 o 
Since the differences for flow in circular pipes are less than three 
per cent5 the molecular shear may be neglected in the turbulent core,, 
Note the larger error for flow between parallel plates. Table 6 
compares Nusselt numbers for Pr s 0*01 calculated from the velocity 
distribution as measured by Deissler (10) and Laufer (33)° Teissier's 
distribution lowered the predictions slightly,, while the predictions 
based on Laufer *s distribution were lowered approximately twenty per 
cento In addition,, the roughness encountered by Brown9 et al5 (28)$ 
is simulated in the calculations and the resultsg as shown5 were found 
to be six to twelve per cent higher than for a smooth surface c It may 
be of interest to note that a complex analytical solution can be 
obtained for this development« 
53 
Table 10. Effect of the Molecular Shear in the Turbulent Core 
on Predicted Nusselt Numbers - Martinellics Model 
Re x 1 0 " 3 Pe 
Pipe P l a t e s 
Er Nu N % Nu N^M 
0.005 ~ 25 7.17 9ol2 
0.005 10 50 7.65 9 .93 
o<,oo5 30 150 8.77 10 .9 
0.005 100 500 11.5 12.8 
o.oo5 300 1,500 17o3 1 7 . 1 
o.oo5 1,000 55ooo 32.0 28 .3 
0 .01 5 50 7.1a 9*21* 
0 .01 10 100 8.11; 7.97 10.2 11.2 
0 .01 30 300 1 0 . 1 11.8 
0 .01 100 1,000 1UO9 1U.5 15 .3 18 .3 
0 .01 30 3,000 2Uo9 23.0 
0 .01 1,000 10,000 50 ,3 1*8.7 1*2.6 51*.o 
0.025 5 125 8.06 2.95 
0.025 10 250 9*1*7 3.53 
0.025 30 750 13»5 5.19 
0.025 100 2,500 23oU 9.38 
0.025 300 7,500 1*3*9 18.2 
0.025 1,000 25,000 96.7 Ul«3 
0 .05 5 250 9.01 
0.05 10 500 11 .3 l*o32 
0.05 30 i55oo 18.2 7.18 
0.05 100 55ooo 35oO 1U.U 
0.05 300 15,000 70„3 29-7 
0.05 1,000 55ooo 163. 70 .5 
0.10 5 10.6 
0.10 10 ll*.li ll*.0 
0.10 30 25*6 
0.10 100 53.9 53oO 
0.10 300 l i l t . 
0.10 1,000 276c 271 . 
0.10 3,000 6UI0 
0.10 10,000 1660 0 
0.70 5 355oo 20.7 8.52 
0.70 10 7,000 32.7 31o2 13.9 3U.0 
0.70 30 21,000 71.8 31 .3 
0.70 100 70,000 180. 179 0 79.6 183. 
0.70 300 210,000 1*27 0 1 9 1 . 
0 .70 1,000 700,000 1130 0 1128o 512. 1160. 
Subscript M - Martinelli 
9x 
APPENDIX II 
PREDICTION OF NUSSELT NUMBERS BASED 
ON VAN DRIEST»S VELOCITY DISTRIBUTION 
For turbulent flow near a smooth wall5 van Driest derived the 
following velocity distribution for T - T s 
w 
* + 2 
ft* s i + 
V 1 * yi + Uk2 (y+)2[l - exp(^r) ] 2 (1*2) 
+ 
for 0 £ y+ ^ 60, This can be modified for T* = TjX - §*r) to y ie ld 
Su+ 2(l - g -
w 
+ . 
H ? / , , (li3) 
^ + " 1 + / l + l)K2(y+)2 (1 - | I ) [1 - exp (- £ ) ] 
To f i t Nlkuradse's smooth-wall data K = O.lt and A+ = 2Y. For y+ = 60 3 
u B ^ .5 + 2 . 5 l n y • In t h i s analysis the f i e ld of flow i s divided 
into two regions and discussed accordingly0 
Laminar - Buffer Layer.—In t h i s region both the molecular and eddy 
terms are considered* In addit ion, the shear and the heat t ransfer 
ra te are l inear as s ta ted i n Equations 6 and 16 respectively* Equation 
13> for 0 s y - 602 becomes 
OiU) 
55 
From Equation 12 
®M i-h) (W) 
Therefore, 
•H 
a a = a 
1 - IF 
(1*6) 













Turbulent Coreo—The effective magnitude of a is considered negligible 
compared to £„ and v has been shown to be negligible compared to e«o 
The shear and heat transfer rate are linear as stated in Equations 6 
. 4. > . 
and 16 respectively,. Equation 13$ for y - 60;, becomes 
d6 = T' 




From Equation 12 
56 
«U f 1 "^) . . . 
7 = "d^- - 1 (U9) 
+ + 
Since u S 3 5 » 5 + 2 o 5 l n y i n the turbulent core5 then 
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Substitution into Equation l\B9 yields 
Hences 
(50) 
H *M-• I R + # I /H4X 
- « cr — = cr — s — —-* (51; 
(52) 
e - e + T * ^ ^ ^ (53) 
I a 60 
Equations lj.7 and 53 were substituted into Equation 39 to obtain the 
Nusselt numbero The resulting expression was integrated numerically, 
Table 6 presents a comparison of these results with corresponding 
$1 
values obtained by using the universal velocity distribution* For 
Pr s 0<»02 the different velocity distributions yield essentially the 
same Nusselt number* The remaining calculations indicate that the role 
of the velocity distribution near the wall becomes more important with 
increasing Frandtl numbers* Figure $$ which utilizes a comparison of 
experimental data and Rannie's theoretical predictions for Re s 1CF" as 
presented in his thesiss shows the vast improvement obtained for large 
Rrandtl numbers when the van Driest velocity distribution is employed* 
Intervals and method of integration were as follows s 
Range 
0 ^ y+ * 5 
£ + £ 
60 * y + 
60 
0 * y+ * 60 
60 a y 
0 * y 




2 Simpson's rule 
11 Trapezoidal rule 
20 Trapezoidal rule 
Temperatures t 
12 Trapezoidal rule 
20 Trapezoidal rule 
Mean temperature *, 0 m 
12 Simpson11 s rule 
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